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THE BEEMSTER
A DRAINED LAKE SINCE 400 YEARS

Em. Prof. Bart Schultz, PhD, MSc
UNESCO-IHE, Land and Water Development
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FROM NATURAL TO
CULTIVATED LAND
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CONTRACT WITH CONTRACTORS
‘To be sure, whether the reclamation could be
accomplished with 16 windmills, the contractors have
committed themselves and promised that within 4 weeks of
their invention a trial would be done in front of
representatives of the developers. And if it was found that
the 16 windmills would be unable to do the work, the
contractors were required to install sufficient additional old
or new windmills as to be approved by the representatives.’

‘Moreover, they soon became convinced that the number
of windmills initially had been set too low, and that it had
to be increased from 16 to 25. As a result, the developers,
as well as the contractors themselves, recognizing the nonsustainability of the contract,
contract presumably jointly came to
the decision to terminate the contract and to make another
contract by which the contractors were dismissed, while
the reclamation would be completely and only be
continued at the account of the developers.’

ORGANISATION OF WATER
MANAGEMENT
 directly after reclamation lands were proportionally
distributed among the stakeholders of the enterprise
 since then the stakeholders were responsible for
operation and maintenance and for upgrading of the
water management system and the surrounding dike
 stakeholders were free to cultivate the land
themselves, or to sell or rent their land to others
 for water management and flood protection activities
the stakeholders were organised in a water-board
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JAN ASZ. LEEGHWATER
 very much linked to reclamation of the Beemster and
to reclamation of other lakes in the same period is Jan
Adriaansz. Leeghwater
 originally a millwright who became involved in
severall projects
j t in
i the
th Netherlands
N th l d and
d iin other
th
countries in Europe
 in the field of water management and flood protection
he has been a unique person in our history

LEEGHWATER
MENTIONING OF SEEPAGE
‘I am well aware, that there are some lakes that cannot well
be reclaimed, but the cause of this is that: or the clay is
located too deep, or those lakes border hilly land, or coarse
sand that is very permeable, as I have observed and found
myself, or because the ground is raised and covered with
bushes or leaves of trees, and therefore remains permeable
and spongy. As also can be observed from the fact that
some of these lakes will not be covered very well with ice,
even when the frost is strong, which is a sign that the
ground is open, spongy and leaky.
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‘As regards the soil of the Haarlemmermeer, I can only
find and understand that it is very good, since I have
determined the level, taken samples, felt it and
investigated it at many different places with the mayor
of Aalsmeer and some labourers
labourers. Based on this I can
only conclude that the lake has a topsoil of good clay,
usually 7, 8 and 9 feet thick.‘
Leeghwater, 1641

BEEMSTER FIRST EXAMPLE
OF LAND SUBSIDENCE
‘The drains became increasingly narrower and shallower
and could not always contain the abundant rainwater,
therefore many times more or less considerable portions of
the polder became inundated.’

After lowering of the polder water level:
‘This was a highly useful measure, while not only the
bottom off the new polder
p
had significantly
g f
y subsided in the
first twenty years after reclamation, but also, because the
windmills were only placed in series of three, one had set
the preferred polder water level initially too high, so that
the ground never could subside as required.’
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CHARACTERISTICS OF WINDMILLS
 area 400 – 600 ha
 Beemster 43 windmills with paddle wheels
 Maximum head:
 paddle
ddl wheels:
h l 1.5
15m
 Open Archimedes screws: at least double head
 summer pumping, in winter swampy or inundated
lands

CHARACTERISTICS OF
STEAMPOWER PUMPING
 gradual introduction, originally in combination with
windmills
 in Beemster around 1880 three steampower pumping
stations
t ti
 long time to start
 capacity about 8 mm/day
 end of 19th century introduction of winter pumping
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CHARATERISTICS OF PRESENT
PUMPING STATIONS
 two fully automatic electrical pumping stations
 capacity about 14.5 mm/day
 very accurate water level control
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CONCLUDING REMARKS - I
 over past 400 years the Beemster proved to be
sustainable, while the stakeholders have proven to be
able and willing to take care for the water
management
g
and flood protection
p
system
y
 nowadays quite some discussions on possible impacts
of climate change on water management and flood
protection provisions
 possible impacts of climate change are in the
conditions of the Netherlands marginal compared to
the human induced changes in land use

CONCLUDING REMARKS - II
 in the drained lakes subsidence has come to an end.
It may therefore be expected that similar gradual
improvements will be possible as those that have
b
been
iintroduced
t d d gradually
d ll over th
the pastt 400 years
 when accurate operation and maintenance of water
management and flood protection systems can be
maintained in the next 400 years sustainability of
this drained lake seems to be assured
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Thank you for your attention
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